Care & Cleaning
Regular and proper care will ensure that your umbrella keeps looking amazingly colourful for
many Billy Fresh summers to come.
If dust or stains have accumulated on the polyester canopy, pole and ribs use a soft brush to
remove excessive dirt. A light wipe clean with a damp soft cloth using warm water is sufficient
and recommended.
Do not machine wash or use bleach and detergent based products to clean your umbrella
canopy. Use of these products will result in discolouration caused by enzymes damaging
protective treatments that have been applied to the polyester canopy.






Fabric when wet will need to be air‐dried before storing
Keep umbrella stored in dry conditions during wet or wintery months to avoid mould
and residue build‐up. Should build up be noticed remove immediately using the
instructions above
Store umbrella in dry protected area when not in use
The purchase of an umbrella bag is highly recommended to preserve the appearance of
your umbrella

Set up Instructions
Screw, tighten, pull and your ready to enjoy your Billy Fresh umbrella
1. Screw pole together. In order to avoid thread damage ensure that lower section of pole
remains level whilst screwing both sections together.
2. Secure your umbrella with the appropriate base; ensure the base has enough weight to
support the umbrella.
3. Regularly check and tighten base around umbrella pole. However be cautious not to
over tighten as this will cause denting to the wooden pole. A snug fit that limits
movement of the pole with respect to the base is sufficient.
4. Take‐care opening and lowering your umbrella as the pulley system is completely
reliant on resistance operation.
5. Once open to the level required insert pin into slot. Make sure the pin is pushed all the
way though until the ring on the end of the pin is up against the umbrella pole. The pin
must exit on the opposite side of the slot for a secure and safe open canopy. At this point
rope tension may be released.

6. Loop pulley rope to the top section of the pole in order to avoid snagging, keep both
rope and pin out of reach of children.
7. Do not leave umbrella open when unattended. Close, remove and store in the event of
moderate to severe wind.
8. Do not modify your umbrella in anyway as this will void your warranty.

Warnings

OPERATION: Set‐up and operation of this umbrella should be performed by an Adult
(18+); under no circumstances should children of any age operate this umbrella.

TRAPPING: Keep hands and fingers clear of all moving parts when operating (opening
and collapsing) the umbrella canopy as trapping may occur.

WIND: In the event of light to moderate wind, the umbrella may become unstable
and tip over if not supported by a suitable base with reasonable weight. If severe winds
are expected or experienced, please close the canopy and remove the umbrella from the
outdoor area and store. Do not open the canopy in environments of high wind as there
is a high risk that the umbrella may become airborne.

PULLEY CORD: Strangulation and catching risk. Please follow instructions on Pulley
Cord operation and appropriate set‐up when canopy is opened.

PIN & CANOPY: Risk of canopy collapse and head injury should pin not be inserted
correctly into the appropriate slot. Keep pin away from the face, risk of eye gouging.

INAPROPRIATE USE: Both the pole and ribs/arms are designed to allow structural
integrity of the umbrella. Under no circumstance should hanging in any form from the
ribs/arms or pole be attempted. Serious injury may result.

